I. Introduction
. A great many materials of interest in continuum physics are described by constitutive equations which are rate-independent, i.e., which are invariant under a change of time scale. The theories of classical plasticity and the theory of hypoelasticity are important examples of rate-independent theories.
Mechanical and thermodynamical theories of material behavior based on a general concept of reate-independence recently have been developed by Pipkin and Rivlin . [1] and by Owen [2] . In these theories the physical notion of rate-independence, stated in terms of the mechanical theory, is taken to be the following: the stress at any time depends upon all past values of strain but is independent of the rate at which these values are assumed. (For the thermodynamical theory read "stress, heat-flux and entropy 11 for "stress 1 ' and "strain, temperature and temperature gradient" for "strain".)
Two mathematical statements of this concept have been proposed; both appear to be reasonable interpretations of the physical principle, Pipkin and Rivlin introduce the concept of rate-independence by requiring that the present value of stress depend upon the strain history through the arc-length parameterization of the strain path.
Thus if E is some strain measure for the motion and E (•) the history of strain up to time t, E t (s) = E(t-s), se[O,oo), they assume the value of stress at time t, T (t), is given by
where <T is some functional and E (•) represents the arc-length description of E (•) .
Truesdell and Noll [3] introduce a second definition of rateindependence in which they consider the usual time description of the response to a given history of strain
T(t) = S (E t (s))
s=0 but in which they require that the functional 3** assign the same value to all histories of strain which assume the given values {E (S) I se[0,oo)} in the same order as does the given history.
In mathematical terms this requirement becomes : Intuitively the two definitions appear to be equivalent; in this paper we show that they are indeed equivalent if the definitions are slightly modified. We consider the following generalized form of the problem: we take 3 to be a set of functions mapping [0,<D ) into R and Tf some function on the set 5 (we assume that the range of Tt is in some normed vector space^but this assumption is not cfrelevance for our proof). We then show that Tf is invariant under a set of mappings as in (2) if and only if it may be written in terms of the arc-length parameterizations of functions in 3^ as in (1) .
Essentially the problem is the same as that of the demonstration in calculus that the arc-length parameterization of a curve is equivalent to the description of the curve as an equivalence class of parameterizations. In the case in question complications arise from two requirements imposed by the physical context in which the problem appears: first, the range of the parameterization variable, time (measured into the past), may be infinite; second, zero derivatives of the time parameterization must be included, that is, we must include the case of a deformation constant over some interval of time. The first complication is met by enlarging slightly the class of reparameterization functions (the functions rf of (2); the second merely necessitates a certain degree of smoothness be required of the functions in 3*.
In sections II and III we develop prelimary results which are necessary in order that the definitions of rate-independence can be stated in meaningful terms. In section IV we present the two definitions of rate-independence and the proof that they are equivalent. In the final section we show that the concept of fading memory is only trivially compatible with the notion of rate-independence and suggest a sense in which it can be made compatible. Clearly, if the arc-length of a function fe<f is to be defined, f necessarily must be of"locally bounded variation. However, in order to eliminate the physically undesirable class of "singular
• functions ft (non-constant functions which are continuous, of locally bounded variation and which have zero derivative almost everywhere),
we require further that each f€$ be absolutely continuous.
Recall that f is said to be absolutely continuous on the interval exists (it may be infinite). Whether finite or infinite, L-will be called the total path length corresponding to the function f or, more concisely, the path length of f. We note that L e&? whenever fed' is such that s^ < L-.
To obtain a parameterization of f in terms of arc-length we introduce the right-inverse function for t Thus we define for each point of discontinuity corresponds to exactly one finite interval on which is constant. The following relation will be needed in discussing properties of the arc-length parameterization of f:
Since -t is strictly increasing the limit on the left exists. To establish that the limit is s^ we first show that = lim s>L 
We define the extended a^-/ lerigth.
when L f < oo ; otherwise we make the identification f e = f. In either case the function is continuous.
To show that f ed-we must prove it to be absolutely continuous on finite subintervals of H. Central to the proof of this result is the identity
To prove this identity we first suppose s f < oo . If s >. s £ the definitions of s f and of f imply that f (s) = f . To show that (f ©£ f )( s ) = f Qo , as well, we note that since s f is finite, L f will be finite; hence, £ f (s) = L f whenever s >^ s f and (f e ol f ) (s) = £ e (l f (s)) = £ e (L f ) = f^.
Now we consider, regardless of the value of s f , the case s < s f .
Since l^ cannot be constant in [s,s f ) it follows that I (s) < L f ,
and it is clear that t (or) = I (s) implies f (cr) = f (s) . These arguments suffice to establish the identity (3) for all s. The proof of the converse is somewhat more involved. We shall show that for any f and any jzfe*. [0,oo). A norm of this sort is used in the theory of fading memory / introduced by Coleman and Noll [6, 7] and generalized by Coleman and Mizel [8] . In this theory, a functional is said to obey the postulate of fading memory if it is continuous with respect to the topology generated by such a norm. As is remarked by Truesdell and Noll 
Our modifications of the set 9 imply that if fe3, |f (s) | < K f , 
Thus the concept of fading memory as considered by Coleman^Mizel^and ISbll is only trivially compatible with the concept of rate-independence.
The same argument may be applied to Wang's first treatment of fading memory [9] since, as is mentioned by Coleman and Mizel [8] , his norm is equivalent to one of the form (5). The same type of result can also be proved for Wang's second treatment of fading memory [10] . For Wang's materials of order zero 3 admits fo^ ' whenever it admits f and it is easy to show that in this Neverless, the concept of fading memory is not completely empty for rate-independent functionals; we may choose to suppose the memory fades with arc-length rather than time (by applying the norm (5) to appropriate modifications of the arc-length parameterizations and supposing the functional continuous in the generated topology).
Of course there are many other topologies which are compatible with rate-independence. One example is that given by Pipkin and Rivlin [1] ; the topology they consider allows integral approximations of continuous rate-independent functionals.
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